
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DUCK & TAGGIASCHE OLIVE LASAGNE  

WITH SLOW-COOKED RAGÙ & PARMESAN 
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 ABOUT THIS DISH 
 
In Ancient Rome, there was a dish similar to the traditional lasagne one 
called	lasana	or	lasanum	(Latin for 'container' and 'pot' respectively) described in 
the book	De Re Coquinaria	by Apicius. And although our	lasagne 	may differ 
somewhat from Apicius' version, it is entirely Roman in inspiration. This is 
particularly true because of our inclusion of duck, which was more commonly 
consumed throughout the Roman Republic than butchers' meats like beef. 

Indeed, Caesar was known to have given a public feast to 260,000 humiliores 
upon his triumph, a ceremony to honour his military	prowess. The feast notably 
included duck, but no beef. In this week's Roman lasagne, we therefore leave 
behind the more-common lasagne	alla Bolognese, which typically features beef, 
instead	topping our lasagne sheets with an aromatic, slow-cooked duck	ragù.	 

We've also included the finest Taggiasche olives in this recipe, in a nod to the 
great esteem given to the olive by Romans, who credited the goddess Minerva 
with its creation. As Caesar would have said… “veni, vidi, vinci!”.	
 

METHOD 
1. Put a baking sheet in the oven and preheat to 200°C. 
2. Once the oven is up to temperature, remove the lid from the lasagne and 

place the tray on the hot baking sheet. 
3. Bake for 15 minutes, or until heated through and piping hot. 
4. Use a fish slice to remove the lasagne from the foil tray. 
5. Plate & top with the grated parmesan. Buon appetito! 

INGREDIENTS (allergens in bold): Fresh Pasta (Wheat Flour, Egg, Durum Wheat Flour, 

Salt), Duck, Passata, Tomato, Garlic, Olive Oil, Salt, Pepper, Taggiasche Olives, Green 
Peppercorns. 
GARNISH INGREDIENTS: Parmesan Cheese (Milk) 

CALORIES: Lasagne (325g; 590kCal); Parmesan (8g; 25kCal) 
Keep refrigerated and consume within 1 day of delivery                                                                                                                                                          
FREEZING: The pasta can be frozen (below -18 degrees °C) on day of delivery and keeps 
for 1 month in the freezer. The lasagne should be defrosted overnight in the fridge.  
This food has been prepared in a kitchen that also prepares molluscs, mustard, nuts, 
gluten, fish, crustaceans, and therefore may contain traces of these. 

 
  
 


